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l2walker 2.20 is now available on sourceforge with the following changes: changelog: added version 2.20. l2walker 2.20 includes many
new features including many new data types and an xml parser, and the support for the new configuration file format. l2walker also
provides the following facilities: interactive online documentation. a handy script for finding out what hostname the ip address refers
to. a script for extracting parts of hostnames. a script for viewing the output of the gethostbyname function. a script for displaying

statistics about hostname lookups. l2walker is an open source tool developed by marco d'itri, a user of the mulboards toolkit. marco's
original code and distribution is available from www.lagom.org. l2walker can be downloaded from l2walker or sgtl2walker. l2walker

has been upgraded to release 2.20. you can get it from . ngettext 2.20 this new version of ngettext is based on the discussion at . it is
just a small patch to enable this new version. this new version of ngettext has no binary package because it is not used in any of the

binaries shipped with libc6. libevent 1.4.1 libevent 1.1 has been released. the release notes are . xml::expat 1.92 xml::expat has been
upgraded to 1.92. libxml2 2.6.14 a new release of libxml2 has been released: 2.14. the release notes are at . foo::bar 0.9920 foo::bar
0.9920 has been released. there is a new feature: the support for foo::bar::xml. foo::bar::xml 1.3 the main feature of this new version

of foo::bar::xml is support for the new xml::dom::xml::document method named _createdom(). this new method allows to create a
new document, with the xml::dom::document object. rgettext 1.28 rgettext 1.28 has been released. libwww 6.18 a new release of

libwww has been released: 6.18. 5ec8ef588b
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